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INTRODUCING a cartoon concept that’ll grab ya!
Look what we’ve got: an instant classic series that will keep kids of all ages–that includes you!–adhered to
the TV screen, week after week.
Okay, it's a show for youngsters. But who hasn't snuck a peek at Animaniacs, Spongebob, or Phineas & Ferb
and said to themselves “That’s funny!”–no matter how old and creaky you are?
So stick with us, for the tale of a typical kid who got himself three of the fastest (as in stuck-for-life) friends
a boy ever had:
The Sucky Kups!
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THE CONTRIBUTORS (whatta buncha characters)
You’ll wanna know who we are, so:
ARTHUR BARRY (Creator) has been stuck
on suction cups for 30 years. For 25 of those
years he was the President and CEO of Presto
Galaxy Suction Cups Inc. It was here he created,
designed, marketed and distributed over 25
million suction cups per year, making him the
King of Suction Cups. Before that and presently,
he has been an experienced educator who has
been teaching and working with children for 10
years, ages 3 through high school, including
children with special needs.
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JACK ENYART (Writer) is a well-known cartoon writer, art director and
voiceover artist. His credits include Looney Tunes, Duck Tales, Alvin and the
Chipmunks, Attack of the Killer Tomatoes, Pink Panther, Johnny Bravo and more.

BILL ALGER (Artist) is a Brooklyn based cartoonist. Clients have
included Cartoon Network, Scholastic Books, DC Comics, Nickelodeon
Magazine, Image Comics, Disney Adventures Magazine, Reader's
Digest Books, Golden Books, Paradox Press and zillions of others.

Thanks also to YUKO ODA (3-D rendering) and STEVE TYLER (Bible design).
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THE LINEUP (whatta buncha characters)
Say a quick hello to our quirky cast:
“SUCKY” SAM is that typical kid we told you about. MELVIN, FERN and GABE are three magically alive
suction cups (not so typical)!

OLGA is the long-suffering housekeeper, employed by ”KING” SAMUEL, little Sam’s suction cupmanufacturer Dad.
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CINDY & SID are Sam’s classmates at school (one’s a sweetie, one’s a bully), and MS. CANDY is the teacher
(one exasperated lady).

CAPTAIN BELLWEATHER is our main villain. Boo! Hiss!! And BUNGLE is his henchman.

Got it? Good. Let’s move on!
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THE BACKSTORY that’ll really pull you in!
Once upon a time, right now, a boy named SAM lived in an ordinary American town called Townville:
Except little Sam had an extraordinary interest in suction cups: those rubbery-plasticky things that stick so
many places, in so many interesting ways. Maybe not so extraordinary, in that Sam’s father was “KING” SAMUEL,
owner of the local suction cup factory.
“Sucky” Sam’s constant sticking-and-sucking-and-popping of cups was enough to drive OLGA the
housekeeper, MS. CANDY the school teacher, the town of Townville round the nearest bend. Even SID (toughest kid
in class) and CINDY (cutest girl in that same class) wondered: had Sam come unstuck from his senses?
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But that was just the beginning:
Then came the fateful day at Dad’s factory, when an electric storm hit and ZZZAP!–an odd batch of cups
came down the conveyor belt, snatched up just in time from the reject bin by little Sam.
These “Kups” were alive, three living breathing plastic-fantastic things, and they became instantly devoted
to Sam. Got stuck on him, you might say!
From then on, Sam’s mission was to hide them and keep them from harm; and the Kups was to “help” Sam,
by sticking themselves in every situation that didn’t necessarily need them in the first place!
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Then came the big storm...
The local dam started to break, CRRRACK...
And King Samuel’s factory was right below–about to be swept away, cup, stuck and barrel!
So it took a kid who knew everything about suction cups, and three plucky Kups who’d do anything to help
him, to save that dam darn–er, darn dam!
See, if you got a bunch of
double-sided cups, and strung ‘em
on a rope, then stuck ‘em along
inside that big crack and then
PUUULLED really hard by using a
helicopter, you’d–
Wait! WAIT! We’re spoiling
it for you!
That’s all in the pilot script
“IN A JAM WITH THE DAM” and
you’ll want to read that, after you
finish–so don’t get too glued to
this bible!
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THE CHARACTERS (whatta buncha you-know-whats!)
“SUCKY” SAM
Our hero! Eight or nine years old, bright, inquisitive–and
stuck on suction cups.
Harried housekeeper Olga (we’ll get to her soon) figures
Sam is mostly trying to please his dad Samuel (we’ll get to him
soon) a not-unnatural thing for a mom-less boy.
Whatever, it doesn’t help Sam’s reputation around
Townville, where the citizens see him as an apprentice nutcase;
nor at school, where–ditto!
But discovering the Sucky Kups gives Sam a greater
mission. Obviously they need his protection–what scientists
wouldn’t do to get their rubber-gloved hands on them!–so the
secret has to be kept hush-hush.
All the same, it’ s tough for Sam to turn down the trio’s
expert “help” in exploring all that suction cups, those marvelous
sticky doohickeys, can do.
Especially in a dire emergency: the kind requiring pluck,
luck, and Kups!
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THE SUCKY KUPS
The result of a Frankenstein-like foul up at Samuel’s factory, the three are:
MELVIN, the de facto leader (nasal Marvin Kaplan-like voice) wears spectacles “borrowed” from Ms. Candy,
and is the nerdy intellectual of the team. He can explain and theorize, ad infinitum, about all that cups are capable
of.
Wouldn’t it be nice if he just shut up sometimes?
But Melvin’s not pompous; just eager and endlessly inquisitive. And somewhere, in all that theory, is
sometimes a pretty good idea...
Good enough to save the day!
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FERN is female, very feminine, yet street-smart in a way that goes perfectly with that honky “New Yawk”
accent of hers (she sounds like Fran Drescher).
Fern loves luxury, and is always looking to better her circumstances. She adores Sam, to the point of having
a crush on him; but hiding out in a kid’s book bag is not her idea of upscale living. (Couldn’t it at least be a Prada
bookbag?)
Yet she does have that practical side, which is worth gold when it comes to getting the Kups out of a tight
spot. Plus, Fern fears nothing and no one...
And who are you lookin’ at, buster?
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GABE is skeptical, worrisome, and complaining (like Gilbert Gottfried, with that annoying whiiiiiine)! Not
that Gabe isn’t grateful to have been rescued from the recycle bin; he just doesn’t see the point of any further
stress and strain in his life. And everything is stress and strain to Gabe!
However, he just happens to have the greatest strength* of the three Kups, so it’s important that Melvin and
Fern convince Gabe to go along on whatever adventure they’ve embarked on. Let’s just hope it’s not too
dangerous...
Oops! Too late!!

*Not that any of the Kups have superpowers. Nope! Don’t need ‘em!
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OLGA is housekeeper, live-in nanny, and all-round
drudge for the Sams’s household.
Dad isn’t around that much (busy-busy at the
factory) so Olga’s main duty is to keep little Sam on
schedule for school, meals and such. And try to keep the
kid’s suction cup craze under control...
Good luck with that, lady!

“KING” SAMUEL is proud owner-operator of the
local suction cup factory.
But where cups are a passion for his boy, they’re
just business for Dad. Pop ‘em out, pack ‘em up, ship ‘em
off! That's Samuel’s motto.
Samuel has no tolerance for errors, and that’s
what the Kups would seem like to him. So, best for little
Sam to keep those three “mistakes” under wraps.
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CINDY is the cutest girl in Sam’s class at school. Any redblooded boy would be stuck on her–and Sam sure is! What Sam
doesn’t know, and is too shy to figure out, is that Cindy has a crush
right back on him. Well… maybe he’ll figure it out!
SID is the class toughie (though you wouldn’t say he had
much class). Sid’s way to impress a girl is by bragging,
blustering and bullying. Not that this has much effect on
Cindy. Yet Sam is frequently goaded by Sid to “suck it up, be a
man”-and so get himself into trouble.
MS. CANDY teaches that rambunctious class at
Susan B. Smiley Elementary School.
Sam’s latest suction cup caper; Sid’s most recent
prank; or any other distraction seems enough to derail
not only her students’ attention, but Ms. Candy’s as well.
Here’s a teacher who’s in danger of being “left behind!”
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CAPTAIN BELLWEATHER is our recurring bad guy. (What would any show be without one?
Snide, sinister, superior in manner, Bellweather is the too-rich tycoon of Townville. An excess of money and
power are not enough for him. He wants more–by whatever means, and meanness, necessary.
Bellweather is behind half the sneaky schemes Sam and the Kups stumble on, in the course of their
adventures. And that’s half too many!

Bellweather does not suffer fools gladly. So it’s ironic he suffers the assistance of BUNGLE, his all-purpose
incompetent sidekick. Bungle has at his disposal an array of gadgets and gizmos to implement their plans. But the
way he goes about it–well, he might just as well dispose of them!
As for their voices, it’s elementary: Bellweather sounds like Basil Rathbone, Bungle like Nigel Bruce.
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It’s a STICKY WORLD after all!
Ah, Townville. It’s a place stuck in time, that time being somewhere between classic toon-world mid-20th
Century and right now. Daily milk delivery, bakery trucks, land-line phones–those are the days!
At least for the first of our many seasons, the Sucky Kups’ adventures will take place round about Townville
and its environs. For example, here’s the old-timey town square:
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And here’s when the carnival came to town–if that doesn’t say retro we don't know what does!
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What’s up with KUPS?
What indeed! Hold tight while we explain:
It’s remarkable what you can do with plain-old every-day run-of-the-factory suction cups, as Sam knows.
But with assistance of the Sucky Kups–whether Sam asks for it or not–there’s no end of possibilities:
The classic Robin Hood variation.

Spidey, eat your heart out!

Fish not biting today?
Here’s the solution.
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PREMISES for quarter-hour episodes*
“WHERE KUPS DARE”
The carnival comes to Townville! And with it, hapless daredevil “Jumping Joe” Plotz, whose human fly
routine inevitably ends in humiliation, thanks to insufficient sucking power.
Naturally Sam and and friends visit the carnival; but while they join the crowd gathered to jeer at Joe, the
Kups escape Sam’s bag, and scamper off for sticky mishaps of their own amid the carnival’s attractions.
The Kups take refuge by hiding in Joe’s trailer. Joe discovers them– and thus the answer to his problems!
With Kups stuck to hands and feet (three out of four, anyway) he’s now the Greatest Daredevil of Them All!
By the time Sam figures this out, Joe and the Kups are off–on a reckless attempt to revive Joe’s career, by
scaling the dizzying hundred-foot height of local landmark Vertiginous Cliff! It will take all Sam’s ingenuity (and a
lotta suction cups scored from Dad’s factory) to rescue the Kups, yet keep their secret from the throng of media
gathered below.

*Plenty of time to get into and out of trouble!
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“A VAMPIRE CONSPIRES”
Halloween night is a big deal in Townville. Sam, Cindy, Sid and all the kids go all-out with their Halloween
costumes. Yet unbeknownst to all, the festivities are host this year to a REAL vampire: Vlad the Bad!
Passing thru town in his private baggage car, Vlad realizes that the spooky holiday is a perfect cover for him
to seek fresh blood. Alas, a recent root canal has left him with less than his usual sucking ability. Vlad needs help.
And then he discovers–the Sucky Kups!
Using his powers of hypnotism, Vlad mesmerizes the Kups, and bids them go and drain victims to supply his
personal blood bank. (Talk about trick or treat!!)
Sam discovers this horrific plan, and snaps the Kups out of their trance, just in time. But how to get rid of
Vlad? Here’s an idea:
The enterprising Kups arrange for Ms. Candy, the teacher, to slip on a suction cup and tumble into the local
sewer. When she emerges, Vlad takes one look, and goes screaming out of town....
Because there’s nothing scarier than “The Teacher from the Black Lagoon!”
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“MILD IN THE WILD”
When Sam heads off to Camp Woe-Is-Me for the summer, while Olga takes her own vacation, it looks like
the perfect opportunity for the Kups to stay “home alone” awhile. And how do you think that works out? It sucks!
So the Kups hitchhike (or rather, suck-hike) out of town, to find the camp, and get completely lost in the
deep dark sinister forest.
What luck though! The gentler animals–Barbi the deer, Whomper the rabbit, Flora the skunk–befriend the
strange little trio, and actually find them handy, in outwitting and getting unstuck from dangerous encounters with
larger and more ferocious beasts.
And then along comes Sam–lost himself, on a nature hike from camp, and unwittingly headed straight into a
fire zone!
Remember: only you can prevent forest fires. But when they happen, just hope that Sucky Kups are there to
rescue you!
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“THE DEAL IS TO STEAL”
Samuel (Sam’s Dad) is mystified by the theft of a new batch of super high quality suction cups from his
factory. Not to worry: Sucky Sam, with his brand-new Instant Detective Kit, is on the case!
Naturally, the Kups want to help. But Sam is determined to solve this one himself...
The two paths of investigation converge, during Sam’s class trip to the Townville Art Museum. This
coincides with the daring attempt of Jacques Le Stuckque (internationally infamous cat burglar) to lift the priceless
Columbia (the Gem of the Ocean) from its impregnable glass case, using–guess what?–super high quality suction
cups!
A suction cup tug-o’-war ensues, to foil the crime; to avenge Sam’s Dad; and is it possible Captain
Bellweather was behind the caper in the first place?
This sticky game is afoot!
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“A LEAK IN THE DEEP”
Toonville has just acquired Whamu (the very-very rare miniature whale) who is given his own lavish grottostyle tank at the local Aquarium. Sam and his classmates get extra credit to report on this; so off they go.
But Captain Bellweather, seeking the ultimate trophy to grace the den wall of his yacht, has his telescope
trained on Whamu as well. The Captain and Bungle spare no effort on a plan to break into the grotto, and net their
catch!
But: guess who comes to the rescue?
If you’ve have a thirst to know how Sucky Kups function underwater, here’s your chance to fill up. Glug!!
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“OF KUPS AND TRUCKS”
Everybody loves a soapbox derby. And here’s the latest up-to-datest version:
Olga’s brother Elgar (proud owner of the “Lunch Munch” food truck) has always had the coveted noontime
parking space at Susan B. Smiley Elementary School...
But at a recent raucous School Board meeting, the space was put up for grabs, to a new vendor. The winner
will be whoever can deliver truly “fast” food–while competing in the Great Food Truck Race!
Now: who do you suppose fixed that board meeting? Enough to say that the truck to beat in the race is the
super-sleek, souped-up, spike-wheeled “Captain Bellweather’s Bell-On-Wheels Bistro!”
Sam and the Kups suck up to the task of helping Elgar, doing all they can to refurbish his aging truck; and
ramping up a snap-crackle-pop suction system of handling food orders on the go.
Start your engines!
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To sum up SUCKY KUPS:
MELVIN: I could approach scientifically. With data in tow...
FERN: I could try to charm you. And I could, y’know?
GABE: I could worry and hesitate. But that sucks, and so...
ALL THREE: Let’s simply say: please buy our show!!

END
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